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Outdoor Travel Workshop Post Tour 

 
Outdoor Fun in Vuokatti – the active holiday resort 
Post Tour 28.- 30.5.2024 
 
Vuokatti is Finland’s most versatile and active year-round destination and it is especially 
favoured by those who want to spend active nature holiday in authentic Finnish 
atmosphere. Some unique selling points of Vuokatti as a travel destination include:  

- Its location in the middle of the country between Lapland and the Lakeland district, 
offering the best mixture of the Finnish experience in one package 

- Its extensive network of cross-country skiing trails that are maintained according to 
the high Olympic Training Center -standards and are open for everyone 

- The variety of outdoor activities depending on the season, including mountain 
biking, canoeing, paddling, hiking, lakeside sauna & swimming, golf, cross-country 
skiing, alpine skiing, winter biking, snowshoeing, snowmobiling and husky safaris 

- The presence of the Vuokatti Sport Institute, which offers training opportunities for 
athletes and recreational sports enthusiasts  

- The availability of a variety of accommodation options, including hotels, holiday 
cottages, and ski-in/ski-out vacation rentals. 
 

Vuokatti charms with its year-round active lifestyle and offers a vast array of activities. In 
snow-free season one can enjoy playing golf on the lake shore, swimming under the 
midnight sun or go hiking in one of the 13 hills surrounded. In snow-season ski on 
championship competition terrain, conquer the 14 alpine slopes or enjoy speed on 
fatbike, snowmobile or husky safari. We welcome you as our guest in Vuokatti! 

https://www.toolboxtravel.fi/en/outdoors-travel-workshop-2024-tahko-finland
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Programme 

 

Tuesday 28 .5.2024 

 Breakfast and checkout 
10:00 Bus transfer from Break Sokos Hotel Tahko to Vuokatti (appr. 2 hours) 
12:00 Arrival to Vuokatti 

 
12:00 Guided paddling trip on the beautiful waterways of Vuokatti area including lunch  
 There will be kayaks (for 1 person) and canoes (for 2 people) and the group will be divided in 

them. Lunch will be eaten in a lean-to on a campfire site halfway of the trip. 
 
15:00 Transfer and check-in to Holiday Club Katinkulta 

Holiday Club Katinkulta is the most versatile holiday resort in the Nordics which offers 
practically any kind of recreation for families and groups. 

 
 Introduction of Holiday Club Katinkulta 
 
16:00 Getting to know golf in Katinkulta 

Katinkulta offers one of the most beautiful landscapes to golf whether you are a beginner or 
more experienced. Golf teacher will introduce you to the basics and you have a chance to try 
golfing. Those who are more experienced can golf on their own.  

 
19:00 Transfer and dinner at Restaurant Nuas including company presentation 

Restaurant Nuas is situated in Hotel Aateli Lakeside with beautiful lakeside views. Restaurant 
serves local seasonal delicacies. 

 
 Transfer back to Katinkulta 

Good night, sleep tight in Katinkulta 
 

https://www.toolboxtravel.fi/en/outdoors-travel-workshop-2024-tahko-finland
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Wednesday 29.5.2024 

Breakfast and check out 
9:30 Transfer on top of Vuokatti Hill and guided hiking in the Vuokatti Hills 

A relaxing hiking tour via the scenic route across the hills. Local guide tells you stories about 
Vuokatti region, while you get to enjoy the Finnish nature at its best – beautiful lake views, hill 
scenery and fresh forest. Drinks and delicious snacks included. 

 
12:00 Transfer to Haapala 
 

Lunch and company introduction at Restaurant Haapala 
Haapala produces food and drinks, sustainably, seasonably & locally sourced to deliver the re-
gions flavors in their freshest forms. Haapala Brewery is the only brewery in the Arctic Lakeland 
area and it specializes in local beer production. 

 
13:45 Transfer to Vuokatti Ski Service 
 
 Introduction of Vuokatti Ski Service and guided biking tour 

Guided bike tour in beautiful landscapes of Vuokatti. The difficulty level of the tour is determined 
by the participants. 

 
16:15 Check-in to Vuokatti Sport 

Vuokatti Sport Resort is a unique holiday destination for you, for whom a holiday is more than 
just lounging around. The diverse accommodation selection of Vuokatti Sport Resort is 
designed to serve all our customers from the active holiday people to world’s top athletes . 
 

 Introduction of Vuokatti Sport 
 Possibility to relax in a Finnish sauna and take a refreshing dip in Lake Särkinen 
 
19:00 Short walk to dinner at Restaurant Kippo 

Restaurant Kippo offers specialities of Finland and Kainuu region, having their own smoke 
cabin and using only the natural local ingredients for the dishes in the menu. 

https://www.toolboxtravel.fi/en/outdoors-travel-workshop-2024-tahko-finland
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 Short walk back to Vuokatti Sport 

Good night, sleep tight in Vuokatti Sport 
 
 
Thursday 30.5.2024 
 Breakfast and check out 
8:00 Transfer and introduction of Feel Nordic Vuokatinmaa Holiday Apartments 
 Vuokatinmaa offers high-standard accommodation services next to Lake Nuasjärvi. In 

Vuokatinmaa you can enjoy the peace and quietness of the nature. 
 
8:40 Transfer and visit to Vuokatti Husky 

Getting to know the life of huskies! This is a chance to get up close and personal with these 
remarkable animals and get the perfect introduction to the incredible abilities of the Alaskan 
husky sled dog. 

 
10:30 Transfer to Kajaani airport and railway station 
12:17 Train departures from Kajaani to Helsinki OR 
12:20 Flight departures from Kajaani (KAJ) to Helsinki (HEL) 
 
 
Kindly note that this is a preliminary itinerary. Small changes in the program are possible and activities will 
be done according to the weather conditions. 

 

 

Social media When posting something from Vuokatti on your social media 
accounts, please use #vuokatti and tag us. You’ll find Vuokatti from 
Instagram @vuokattifinland and Facebook @vuokattifi. If you tag us 
in your Instagram Stories, we will share the stories to our followers as 
well. 

 

https://www.toolboxtravel.fi/en/outdoors-travel-workshop-2024-tahko-finland
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Recommended Good walking shoes and clothes suitable for outdoor activities. 
Swimming suit if you want to take a dip in Lake Särkinen. 

 

Weather  The weather forecast for Vuokatti is found in the following link:  

  Weather in Vuokatti  

 

More information  There are more information about our destination in the following link: 
https://vuokatti.fi/en/  

   

Cancellation policy  

  The Organizer reserves the right to collect no-show fee of 250 euros 
+ VAT of the registered buyer in case of non-attendance in the 
Summer Fun Finland Workshop Day or prebooked pre or post tours. 
The supplier must contact the Organizer at the latest 2.5.2024 via e-
mail: enna.paavola@toolboxtravel.fi 

   

 

https://www.toolboxtravel.fi/en/outdoors-travel-workshop-2024-tahko-finland
https://www.foreca.com/100631204/Vuokatti-Finland
https://vuokatti.fi/en/

